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MEDIA RELEASE
Date: 19 April 2011
Proposed New Development - Uungula Wind Farm
Wind Prospect CWP has commenced with early stages of development of a second
wind farm in the Mudgee area. A Preliminary Environmental Assessments (PEA) has
been submitted to the NSW Department of Planning for Uungula Wind Farm, located
midway between Wellington, Gulgong and Mudgee, north of Lake Burrandong. This
announcement follows the proposed Crudine Ridge Wind Farm, located approximately
40 km south of Mudgee made earlier in the year.

“Wind Prospect CWP is pleased to announce that the development phase of this wind
farm is now underway. Our early announcement of this project is to ensure we engage
thoroughly with the community and I welcome the opportunity to discuss the proposal
with broader stakeholders” said Ed Mounsey, Head of Development, Wind Prospect
CWP Pty Ltd.

The proposed Uungula Wind Farm could comprise upward of 300 turbines depending
on final selection. Current wind turbine technologies vary in geometry and it is
therefore difficult to provide exact details at this early stage of the development. “Our
approach to assessing the impact of the wind farm will be based on greatest number
and largest size of turbine (i.e. most impact). This ensures that, post consent, we have
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the flexibility to choose the most suitable wind turbine available in the market at that
time,” said Mr. Mounsey.

Currently towers ranging from 80 to 100 metres and individual blade lengths from 40
up to 60 m are available, giving a potential height to blade tip of 160 m. These
machines provide for a range of generation capacities from 1.5 to 3.4 megawatts
(MW).

“In the coming weeks we will be establishing a project website for the project
www.uungulawindfarm.com.au whereby interested stakeholders can learn more
about Wind Prospect CWP, the proposed wind farm and typical stages in the
development process. Each website will be maintained throughout the duration of the
project with key events, milestones and newsletters uploaded as the proposal
develops. Importantly, we also have a ‘Have Your Say’ space on the website for
community members to put their opinion across” Mr. Mounsey concluded.

A copy of the Preliminary Environmental Assessment will be uploaded to the website,
and will also be available to view on the NSW Department of Planning’s website
(www.majorprojects.planning.nsw.gov.au) listed under the wind farm name.

For further information, please contact Ed Mounsey, Head of Development for Wind
Prospect CWP, on 02 4013 4640.
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Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd is a joint venture between Wind Prospect Group (WP)
and Continental Wind Partners (CWP), both international wind farm development
companies. The joint venture combines the strengths of the two groups that undertake
all aspects of wind energy development, including design, construction and operation
of wind farms across 11 countries. With over 18 years of successful development
within the industry, Wind Prospect has been involved in the successful delivery of
2,500 MW, including onshore and offshore projects. The company’s civil, electrical and
mechanical engineers have been involved in the commissioning of over 50 wind farms
around the world. Continental Wind Partners has developed and is now building the
largest wind farm in Europe, the 600MW Fantanele project. To date $1.5billion has
been invested in this project alone.

Wind Prospect CWP’s office in Newcastle manages the NSW portfolio of 3,200 MW of
wind farm developments which include the Boco Rock project. Boco Rock follows the
successes of the groups 12 Australian wind farms which have been approved over the
last 8 years (Table 1).
Wind Farm
Hallett I (Brown Hill)
Snowtown (Stage 1)
Canunda
Mt Millar
Hallett II (Hallett Hill)
Hallett IV (North Brown Hill)
Hallett V (The Bluff Range)
Snowtown (Stage 2)
Willogoleche Hill
Troubridge Point
Boco Rock
Sapphire
Totals

State
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
NSW
NSW

Turbines
45
47
23
35
34
63
25
83
26
15
122
159
677

Total MW
94.5
98.7
46
70
71.4
132.3
52.5
166
52
30
260
325
1,398.4 MW

Status
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Under Construction
Under Construction
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Near Submission

Table 1 – Wind Prospect’s Australian Wind Farm Developments To Date

ENDS
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Media Outlets
Mudgee Guardian and Gulgong Advertiser

02 6372 1455

PO Box 255, Mudgee NSW 2850
darren.snyder@ruralpress.com

The Western Advocate

02 6331 2611

PO Box 11, Bathurst NSW 2795
mail.westernadvocate@ruralpress.com

Radio 2MG, Mudgee

02 6372 1777

PO Box 17, Mudgee NSW 2850
news@2MG.com.au

ABC Central West

02 6393 2511

PO Box 8549, East Orange NSW 2800
news.westnsw@abc.net.au

Newcastle Herald

ngoffet@theherald.com.au
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MEDIA RELEASE
Date: 28 September 2011
Wind Farm Consultation
The proposed Uungula Wind Farm is located north of Lake Burrandong, New South
Wales, midway between Wellington, Gulgong and Mudgee and could accommodate
upward of 300 wind turbines - enough to produce approximately 1,500 gigawatt hours
(GWh) annually of clean, renewable energy, capable of supply approximately 240,000
average homes across Australia.

Our current efforts are concentrated towards delivering initial wind farm layouts whilst
evaluating a range of grid connection routes. This process, to date, has been greatly
aided by feedback through our website and through direct approaches from local
landowners

via

the

contact

details

provided

on

our

project

website

(www.uungulawindfarm.com.au). Once the initial site design options have been
explored and internally tested, we will hold a Public Open Day, similar to the one held
for the Crudine Ridge Wind Farm in July this year, to further encourage feedback.
Notifications of this Public Open Day will be made via a Project Newsletter that will be
distributed throughout the local community in addition to local newspaper adverts and
likely radio interviews.

The Public Open Day will take the form of large scale displays, including maps of the
initial wind farm layouts, photomontages of the proposed project from a range of
1

locations, and other information relating to what has been done to date and what is
still to be done. A number of Wind Prospect CWP staff members will also be on hand
to liaise with and answer questions.

The proposed Crudine Ridge Wind Farm is located south of Pyramul, New South Wales,
midway between Mudgee and Bathurst and could accommodate up to 106 wind
turbines - enough to produce approximately 560 gigawatt hours (GWh) annually of
clean, renewable energy, capable of supply approximately 80,000 average homes
across Australia.

Feedback from the initial Crudine Ridge Wind Farm Public Open Day was
overwhelmingly positive, and in line with the responses we received to our earlier
Public Opinion Survey. This feedback encouraged us to progress the project, and as
such onsite surveys will conclude later this year, following which we will hold a second
Public Open Day. Again, notifications of this Public Open Day will be made via a Project
Newsletter that will be distributed throughout the local community in addition to local
newspaper adverts and likely radio interviews.

As mentioned previously, we encourage feedback from the local community at all
stages of the development process. Should any of your readers wish to make contact
about either proposal, they can do so by contacting Ed Mounsey, Head of
Development

for

Wind

Prospect

CWP

on

02

4013

ed.mounsey@wpcwp.com.au, or PO Box 1708, Newcastle, NSW, 2300.
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4640,

or

Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd is a joint venture between Wind Prospect Group
(WP) and Continental Wind Partners, both international wind farm development
companies. The joint venture combines the strengths of the two groups that
undertake all aspects of wind energy development, including design, construction and
operation of wind farms across 11 countries. With over 18 years of successful
development within the industry, Wind Prospect has been involved in the successful
delivery of 2,500 MW, including onshore and offshore projects. The company’s civil,
electrical and mechanical engineers have been involved in the commissioning of over
50 wind farms around the world. Continental Wind Partners has developed and is
now building the largest wind farm in Europe, the 600MW Fantanele project. To date
$1.5billion has been invested in this project alone.
Wind Prospect CWP’s offices in Newcastle manage the, NSW portfolio of 3,200 MW
of wind farm developments which include the Boco Rock project. Boco Rock follows
the successes of the groups other Australian wind farms approved over the last 8
years in Australia (Table 1).
Wind Farm
Hallett I (Brown Hill)
Snowtown (Stage 1)
Canunda
Mt Millar
Hallett II (Hallett Hill)
Hallett IV (North Brown Hill)
Hallett V (The Bluff Range)
Snowtown (Stage 2)
Willogoleche Hill
Troubridge Point
Boco Rock
Sapphire
Totals

State
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
NSW
NSW

Turbines
45
47
23
35
34
63
25
83
26
15
122
159
677

Total MW
94.5
98.7
46
70
71.4
132.3
52.5
166
52
30
260
325
1,398.4 MW

Table 1 – Wind Prospect Wind Farm Developments To Date

ENDS
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Status
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Under Construction
Under Construction
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Near Submission

Media Outlets
Mudgee Guardian

02 6372 1455

PO Box 255, Mudgee NSW 2850
robyn.murray@ruralpress.com

Wellington Times

02 6845 2755

PO Box 42, Wellington NSW 2820
editor.welltimes@ruralpress.com
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Uungula Wind Farm
December 2011

Public Opinion Survey
We would be pleased if you could spare a little time to answer the following questions and return the form.
Your feedback is useful to us in making sure we have thoroughly identified local community concerns. We
feed this information back into the project and thereby allow for the best possible wind farm proposal to be
submitted.
How close do you live to the proposed wind farm?

0 - 5km

5 - 15km

Over 15km

Do you approve of wind being used to generate renewable electricity?

Yes

No

No view

On hearing of our proposal, what was your initial view?

I support it

I don’t support it

Undecided

What do you see as the main benefits of the proposed project?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
What are your main concerns about the proposed project?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Do you have any other comments about the proposed project?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
If you would like to receive further information about Uungula Wind Farm, please let us know. Any details
you provide will be held in the strictest confidence and used only to update you on the project.
Preferred method of contact:

Post
Name:
Address:
Email:
Phone:

Email

Project website

…………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Please post/fax/email your completed copy of the Public Opinion Survey to the details below:
Post: Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd, PO Box 1708, Newcastle, NSW, 2300
Fax: 02 4926 2154
Email: ed.mounsey@wpcwp.com.au / sam.wilderbeek@wpcwp.com.au
Web: www.uungulawindfarm.com.au

MEDIA RELEASE
Date: December 2011
Uungula Wind Farm Project Update
The proposed Uungula Wind Farm is located between Mudgee, Gulgong and
Wellington, New South Wales. The project could accommodate approximately 330
wind turbines - enough to produce in the order of 2,600 gigawatt hours (GWh)
annually of clean, renewable energy; capable of supplying 350,000 average Australian
homes.

Since the Preliminary Environmental Assessment was submitted in March 2011, Wind
Prospect CWP have been conducting desktop studies and have engaged in initial
stakeholder consultation. As a result of this process, the envelope of the wind farm has
been redefined. A section of the project north of the Yarrabin Road has been removed
from consideration, although a potential expansion to the project north of the existing
envelope is being investigated. For an updated map of the project envelope, please
refer to the website www.uungulawindfarm.com.au

Wind Prospect CWP would appreciate your feedback and encourage members of the
community to complete our Public Opinion Survey which can be accessed through the
website. Alternately, you can contact us directly 02 4013 4640 if you wish to have a
Public Opinion Survey mailed to you.
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A Public Open Day will be held in early 2012 to provide further information about the
project and the assessment requirements which will shape the wind farm. At the
Public Open Day, Wind Prospect CWP’s development team will be on hand to discuss
and answer questions about the Uungula Wind Farm.

If you require additional information or would like to discuss the project further,
please contact Ed Mounsey on 02 4013 4640.
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Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd is a joint venture between Wind Prospect Group (WP)
and Continental Wind Partners, both international wind farm development companies.
The joint venture combines the strengths of the two groups that undertake all aspects
of wind energy development, including design, construction and operation of wind
farms across 11 countries. With over 18 years of successful development within the
industry, Wind Prospect has been involved in the successful delivery of 2,500 MW,
including onshore and offshore projects. The company’s civil, electrical and mechanical
engineers have been involved in the commissioning of over 50 wind farms around the
world. Continental Wind Partners has developed and is now building the largest wind
farm in Europe, the 600MW Fantanele project. To date $1.5billion has been invested in
this project alone.

Wind Prospect CWP’s offices in Newcastle manage the, NSW portfolio of 3,200 MW of
wind farm developments which include the Boco Rock project. Boco Rock follows the
successes of the groups 12 Australian wind farms approved over the last 8 years in
Australia (Table 1).
Wind Farm
Hallett I (Brown Hill)
Snowtown (Stage 1)
Canunda
Mt Millar
Hallett II (Hallett Hill)
Hallett IV (North Brown Hill)
Hallett V (The Bluff Range)
Snowtown (Stage 2)
Willogoleche Hill
Troubridge Point
Boco Rock
Sapphire
Totals

State
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
NSW
NSW

Turbines
45
47
23
35
34
63
25
83
26
15
122
159
677

Total MW
94.5
98.7
46
70
71.4
132.3
52.5
166
52
30
260
325
1,398.4 MW

Table 1 – Wind Prospect Wind Farm Developments To Date

ENDS
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Status
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Under Construction
Under Construction
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Under Assessment

Media Outlets
Mudgee Guardian and Gulgong Advertiser

02 6372 1455

PO Box 255, Mudgee NSW 2850
mail.mguardian@ruralpress.com

The Western Advocate

02 6331 2611

PO Box 11, Bathurst NSW 2795
mail.westernadvocate@ruralpress.com

Radio 2MG, Mudgee

02 6372 1777

PO Box 17, Mudgee NSW 2850
news@2mMG.com.au

ABC Central West

02 6393 2511

PO Box 8549, East Orange NSW 2800
news.westnsw@abc.net.au

Prime Television

02 6881 1777

Catalina.Florez@prime7.com.au

Wellington Times

02 6845 2755

editor.welltimes@ruralpress.com

Newcastle Herald

ngoffet@theherald.com.au
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MEDIA RELEASE
Date: December 2011
Wind Prospect CWP still forging ahead with Uungula Wind Farm
Wind Prospect CWP remains committed to developing the Uungula Wind Farm
between Mudgee, Gulgong and Wellington. Wind Prospect CWP is continuing to
conduct site studies and community consultation for the project. Should the site
remain feasible, a submission will be made to the Department of Planning and
Infrastructure in due course. The project has, however, been modified after initial
stakeholder consultation and feasibility studies. Modifying and redefining a project is a
normal part of the process when developing a wind farm in its early stages.

Wind Prospect CWP looks forward to continuing its work on the site and engaging
further with the local community as the project takes shape. Visit the Uungula Wind
Farm website at www.uungulawindfarm.com.au to find out more about the project
and to Have Your Say.
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Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd is a joint venture between Wind Prospect Group (WP)
and Continental Wind Partners, both international wind farm development companies.
The joint venture combines the strengths of the two groups that undertake all aspects
of wind energy development, including design, construction and operation of wind
farms across 11 countries. With over 18 years of successful development within the
industry, Wind Prospect has been involved in the successful delivery of 2,500 MW,
including onshore and offshore projects. The company’s civil, electrical and mechanical
engineers have been involved in the commissioning of over 50 wind farms around the
world. Continental Wind Partners has developed and is now building the largest wind
farm in Europe, the 600MW Fantanele project. To date $1.5billion has been invested in
this project alone.

Wind Prospect CWP’s offices in Newcastle manage the, NSW portfolio of 3,200 MW of
wind farm developments which include the Boco Rock project. Boco Rock follows the
successes of the groups 12 Australian wind farms approved over the last 8 years in
Australia (Table 1).
Wind Farm
Hallett I (Brown Hill)
Snowtown (Stage 1)
Canunda
Mt Millar
Hallett II (Hallett Hill)
Hallett IV (North Brown Hill)
Hallett V (The Bluff Range)
Snowtown (Stage 2)
Willogoleche Hill
Troubridge Point
Boco Rock
Sapphire
Totals

State
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
NSW
NSW

Turbines
45
47
23
35
34
63
25
83
26
15
122
159
677

Total MW
94.5
98.7
46
70
71.4
132.3
52.5
166
52
30
260
325
1,398.4 MW

Table 1 – Wind Prospect Wind Farm Developments To Date

ENDS
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Status
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Under Construction
Under Construction
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Under Assessment

Media Outlets
Mudgee Guardian and Gulgong
Advertiser

02 6372
1455

PO Box 255, Mudgee NSW 2850
mail.mguardian@ruralpress.com

The Western Advocate

02 6331
2611

PO Box 11, Bathurst NSW 2795
mail.westernadvocate@ruralpress.com

Radio 2MG, Mudgee

02 6372
1777

PO Box 17, Mudgee NSW 2850
news@2mMG.com.au

ABC Central West

02 6393
2511

PO Box 8549, East Orange NSW 2800
news.westnsw@abc.net.au

Prime Television

02 6881
1777

shannon.marshallmccormack@prime7.com.au

Wellington Times

02 6845
2755

editor.welltimes@ruralpress.com

Newcastle Herald

ngoffet@theherald.com.au
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Wind Farm Open Days
Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd will be holding two Public Open
Days in February one for each of its proposed wind farm
projects in the region.

Crudine Ridge Wind Farm
Public Open Day #2 will be held on the Tuesday, 28th February at Pyramul Hall,
from 2.30 to 7.00pm.
The proposed wind farm is located south of Pyramul, midway between Mudgee
and Bathurst and could accommodate up to 106 wind turbines - enough to
produce approximately 560 gigawatt hours (GWh) annually of clean, renewable
energy, capable of supplying approximately 80,000 average homes across
Australia.

Uungula Wind Farm
Public Open Day #1 will be held on the Wednesday, 29th February at Goolma
Community Hall, from 2.30 to 7.00pm.
The proposed Uungula Wind Farm is located between Wellington, Gulgong and
Mudgee, north of Lake Burrendong and could accommodate over 250 wind
turbines - enough to produce approximately 1,320 gigawatt hours (GWh)
annually of clean, renewable energy, capable of supplying approximately 190,000
average homes across Australia.
Each Public Open Day will take the form of large scale displays, including maps
of the respective wind farm layouts, photomontages of the respective project
from a range of locations, and other information relating to what has been
done to date and what is still to be done. A number of Wind Prospect CWP
staff members will also be on hand to liaise with and answer questions.
Have your say at

www.crudineridgewindfarm.com.au
www.uungulawindfarm.com.au

Uungula Wind Farm
February 2012

Newsletter #2

Public Open Day #1 - 29th February, Goolma Hall, 2.30 - 7.00pm
Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd will be holding a Public Open Day for the proposed Uungula Wind Farm on
Wednesday, 29th of February at Goolma Hall, from 2.30 to 7.00pm.
The proposed wind farm is located between Wellington, Gulgong and Mudgee, north of Lake Burrendong,
New South Wales and could accommodate over 250 wind turbines - enough to produce approximately
1,320 gigawatt hours (GWh) annually of clean, renewable energy, capable of supplying approximately
190,000 average homes across Australia.
The Public Open Day will take the form of large scale displays, including a map of the proposed wind farm
area, photomontages of the proposed project from a range of locations, and other information relating to
what has been done to date and what is still to be done. A number of Wind Prospect CWP staff members
will also be on hand to liaise with and answer questions.
Over the next 12 months we will continue talking with the local community and interested stakeholders to
receive input into the proposal, at the same time as engaging consultants to undertake and complete
detailed investigations. There will be displays at the Public Open Day on each of the following studies to be
completed during this time frame:
Aviation and Communication
Ecology and Cultural Heritage
Economic Benefits
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
Land Values
Noise Assessment
Transport
Fire and Safety
Health

DRAFT NSW PLANNING GUIDELINES FOR WIND FARMS
The NSW Government recently published Draft Planning Guidelines for Wind Farms (Draft Guidelines) on
the 23rd December 2011. The Draft Guidelines are currently on Public Exhibition until the 14th March 2012
and are therefore open to public comment.
One of the proposals put forward in the Draft Guidelines is for wind farm proponents to establish a
Community Consultation Committee (CCC). The purpose of a CCC would be to provide a forum for open
discussion between Wind Prospect CWP, the community, Local Government and other stakeholders. In
particular, the CCC would provide a forum to:
Establish good working relationships between the proponent and the community;
Provide for ongoing communication and information dissemination;
Discuss community concerns and resolutions; and
Advise on the allocation of Community Enhancement Funds.
In preparing for the Draft Guidelines being incorporated, Wind Prospect CWP would like to seek
nominations from interested community representatives and other stakeholders who would be willing to
sit on the CCC. Nomination forms will be made available at the Public Open Day or through contacting us
directly via the details provided. Nominations will close 30th April 2012.
i

based on an indicative capacity factor of c.40% from 160 MW installed, and an average household energy use of 6.926MWh p.a. (Electricity Gas
Australia 2008 publication from the Electricity Supply Association of Australia ESAA)

UUNGULA WIND FARM
Since the Uungula Wind Farm application was made in March 2011, we have modified the proposed envelope
as displayed in Newsletter #1. This change followed ever improving technical data and significant community
consultation that occurred in November through to January. As a result the project has reduced in size from
approximately 330 to over 250 wind turbines.
Map showing the location of the proposed Uungula Wind Farm (existing area is purple, newly identified area is blue
and removed area is orange) in relation to nearby localities.

Current available wind turbines for the Uungula Wind Farm have rated capacities between 1.5 to 4.5 MW and
comprise a three bladed design mounted on top of a steel tower. Blade lengths range from 40m to greater
than 60m with tower heights ranging from 70m to over 100m. We do not yet know which wind turbine model
will be best suited for the Uungula Wind Farm, however to ensure we address the greatest potential impact,
our assessments will be undertaken with regard to the largest available wind turbines.
The wind farm would also consist of access tracks, overhead and underground electrical cabling, substations,
permanent storage compounds, wind measuring masts plus temporary facilities during the construction
phase. An external power line would also be required to connect to the nearby transmission network.

USEFUL WEBSITES
Uungula Wind Farm: www.uungulawindfarm.com.au
Wind Prospect: www.windprospect.com
Continental Wind Partners: www.continentalwind.com
Clean Energy Council: www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au
BioBanking: www.environment.nsw.gov.au/biobanking

Please post/email/fax your comments to us via:
Post: Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd, PO Box 1708, Newcastle, NSW 2300
Fax: 02 4926 2154 Phone: 02 4013 4640
Email: ed.mounsey@wpcwp.com.au / sam.wilderbeek@wpcwp.com.au
www.uungulawindfarm.com.au

MEDIA RELEASE
Date: 15th January 2013
Uungula Wind Farm Community Consultative Committee established.
The first meeting of the Uungula Wind Farm Community Consultative Committee (CCC)
will be held in February. Community and Council representatives, and Wind Prospect
CWP staff will be attending; with Margaret Macdonald-Hill to chair the CCC. Margaret
has considerable experience chairing such committees in the coal and gas sectors.
The CCC is another consultation channel to allow the community and the wind farm
team to share information about the project. “We look forward to listening and talking
with members of the committee as we continue to develop the project, and work
through challenges and opportunities as they arise” commented Ed Mounsey, Head of
Development at Wind Prospect CWP.
Wind Prospect CWP held a public open day last year, has two feedback surveys in
circulation, and continues to seek input from all stakeholders. The Uungula Wind Farm
development team is keen to share further details about the project design and
associated infrastructure with the community and CCC as the project matures. Ed
Mounsey commented “We are excited about the potential of this project and are
looking forward to keeping those interested up-to-date as we continue to investigate,
develop and assess the project.”
A number of technical assessments have been undertaken over the last five months,
including landscape and visual, ecological, noise and cultural heritage assessments.
Feedback from the community and other stakeholders along with the assessment
studies help to improve the project, whilst understanding and minimising impacts.
Wind Prospect CWP intends to submit an Environmental Assessment which will include
the results of these assessments to the Department of Planning and Infrastructure
within the next twelve months.
1

Please keep informed about the project through the wind farm website at
uungulawindfarm.com.au and if you require additional information or would like to
discuss the progress of the project directly with the Development team, please contact
Ed Mounsey on 02 4013 4640.
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Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd is a joint venture between Wind Prospect Group (WP)
and Continental Wind Partners, both international wind farm development companies.
The joint venture combines the strengths of the two groups that undertake all aspects
of wind energy development, including design, construction and operation of wind
farms across 11 countries. With over 18 years of successful development within the
industry, Wind Prospect has been involved in the successful delivery of 2,500 MW,
including onshore and offshore projects. The company’s civil, electrical and mechanical
engineers have been involved in the commissioning of over 50 wind farms around the
world. Continental Wind Partners has developed and recently completed construction
of the largest wind farm in Europe, the 600 MW Fantanele project. To date $1.5 billion
has been invested in this project alone.

ENDS
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Media Outlets
Outlet
Mudgee Guardian & Gulgong Advertiser

Phone
02 6372 1455

The Western Advocate

02 6331 2611

Radio 2MG, Mudgee

02 6372 1777

ABC Central West

02 6393 2511

Prime Television
Wellington Times
Newcastle Herald

02 6881 1777
02 6845 2755
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Mail/email address
PO Box 255, Mudgee NSW 2850
mail.mguardian@ruralpress.com
PO Box 11, Bathurst NSW 2795
mail.westernadvocate@ruralpress.com
PO Box 17, Mudgee NSW 2850
news@2mg.com.au
PO Box 8549, East Orange NSW 2800
news.westnsw@abc.net.au
shannon.marshall-mccormack@prime7.com.au
editor.welltimes@ruralpress.com
ngoffet@theherald.com.au

MEDIA RELEASE
Date: 1st May 2013

Uungula Wind Farm – Final Stages of Environmental Assessment
Wind Prospect CWP is in the final stages of preparing an Environmental Assessment (EA) for
the proposed Uungula Wind Farm. The wind farm consists of up to 249 potential wind turbine
sites and associated infrastructure on 30 properties. The extent of the project has been
reduced since the Public Open Day last year. The improvements to design have been made as a
result of dialogue with local stakeholders and through impact assessments undertaken by
independent experts. The EA will detail impacts associated with the wind farm as well as
highlight the significant benefits that could be generated for the region.

Development Manager for the project Daniel MacDonald commented “The project team has
worked hard since March 2011 to design a wind farm that has reduced its associated impacts
in the area. It’s exciting to be developing a clean energy project that could potentially provide
480 full time equivalent jobs during construction and 48 full time operations positions. The
effect of construction and operation of the wind farm would be millions of additional dollars
flowing into the local community, providing business stimulus, additional farm income and
funds for local community projects.”

An updated map of the project is included in the third newsletter and is available for download
on the project website www.uungulawindfarm.com.au. The latest wind farm design involves
wind turbine locations consolidated around a fewer number of ridges. Consideration has been
given to minimise the number of access points from main roads to avoid unnecessary impacts
to local Council roads where practical.

It is anticipated that the EA will be on Public Exhibition via the NSW Department of Planning
and Infrastructure from Q3 2013.

Wind Prospect CWP encourages members of the community to keep up to date by visiting the
project website at www.uungulawindfarm.com.au. If you require additional information or
would like to discuss the progress of the project further, please contact Daniel MacDonald on
0400 781 651.
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Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd is a NSW based wind farm development company with an office in
Newcastle. Our staff are experienced wind farm professionals with a range of skills in planning,
engineering and environmental science.

Wind Prospect CWP Pty Ltd is a partnership between the Wind Prospect Group (WP) and
Continental Wind Partners (CWP). WP undertake all aspects of wind energy development,
including design, construction, operation and commercial services, with offices in the UK,
Ireland, Canada, Australia and China. With over 18 years of successful development within the
industry, WP has been involved in over 2,500 MW of approved wind farms. WP’s domestic
operation lays claim to being the most successful independent developer in Australia, having
achieved planning approval for 12 wind farms totalling over 1,100 MW, of which 565 MW are
operating or under construction.

CWP were established in 2007 to finance the development of wind farms in Romania and
Poland. They have since grown to be a leader in renewable energy development, expanding
into the rest of Europe and Australia, with projects totalling over 4,500 MW including one of
the largest project in Europe, the 600 MW Fantanele wind farm now operating in Romania.
Our most recent planning success is in New South Wales with the Boco Rock Wind Farm (260
MW) located approximately 40 km south of Cooma.

Wind Farm
Hallett I (Brown Hill)
Snowtown (Stage 1)
Canunda
Mt Millar
Hallett II (Hallett Hill)
Hallett IV (North Brown Hill)
Hallett V (The Bluff Range)
Snowtown (Stage 2)
Willogoleche Hill
Troubridge Point
Boco Rock
Sapphire
Crudine Ridge
Totals

State
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
NSW
NSW
NSW

Turbines
45
47
23
35
34
63
25
83
26
15
122
159
106
783

Wind Prospect Wind Farm Developments to Date

ENDS

2

Total MW
94.5
98.7
46
70
71.4
132.3
52.5
166
52
30
260
325
135
1,533.4
MW

Status
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Under Construction
Under Construction
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Under Assessment
Under Assessment

Media Outlets
Outlet
Mudgee Guardian & Gulgong
Advertiser

Phone

Mail/Email address

02 6372 1455

PO Box 255, Mudgee NSW 2850

The Western Advocate

02 6331 2611

Radio 2MG, Mudgee

02 6372 1777

ABC Central West

02 6393 2511

Prime Television

02 6881 1777

Wellington Times

02 6845 2755

mail.mguardian@ruralpress.com
PO Box 11, Bathurst NSW 2795
mail.westernadvocate@ruralpress.com
PO Box 17, Mudgee NSW 2850
news@2mg.com.au
PO Box 8549, East Orange NSW 2800
news.westnsw@abc.net.au
shannon.marshallmccormack@prime7.com.au
editor.welltimes@ruralpress.com
farren.hotham@fairfaxmedia.com.au
ngoffet@theherald.com.au

Newcastle Herald
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Uungula Wind Farm
Uungula Wind Farm is a proposed wind energy

Uungula Wind Farm will play an important role in

development of up to 127 wind turbines on agricultural

increasing competition in the National Energy Market

land in the central western ranges approximately 14 km

and reducing the market reliance on fossil fuel

east of Wellington, NSW. The project would have a

generation. The site is well suited to wind generation

capacity of approximately 400 MW, generating enough

due to its reliable wind resource, low density of rural

power for over 170,500 homes, saving over a million

residential

tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions every year.

transmission infrastructure.

dwellings

and

proximity

to

existing

Project Location

Community Consultative Committee
Uungula Wind Farm Community Consultative Committee
(CCC) was established to foster good working

Gulgong

relationships between the project, CWP Renewables and
the community and to provide a forum for open

Uungula
Wind Farm

discussion and information sharing. The CCC continues to
meet and will be kept informed of all developments of the
wind farm.

Wellington

If you would like to get in touch with your local CCC

Mudgee

member, please contact the Independent Chairperson:
Lake Burrendong

Lisa Andrews—Articulate Solutions
ph: 0401 609 693 or ic.articulatesolutions@gmail.com

Uungula Wind Farm was first publicly announced in 2011 and an Environmental Assessment was prepared in 2013. At
that stage the project consisted of 249 turbines within the Wellington Council and Mid-Western Regional Council
areas. Following many years of consultation and after a detailed review of the grid network, the project was revised in
July 2018 to focus on the western half of the project only, between Wellington and the Cudgegong River, and 122
turbines were removed from the plans.
The result is a carefully considered wind farm design which capitalises on the reliable wind resources of the district, in
an area of NSW with very low population density and low potential for adverse impacts. The project now falls entirely
within the Dubbo Regional Council area and would make a significant contribution to the Wellington area, adding to
the growing number of renewable energy projects fuelling the local economy.
Mark Branson
Senior Development Manager
Phone: +61 (02) 4013 4640
Email: info@uungulawindfarm.com.au

Sign up to the e-newsletter and find out
more on the Uungula Wind Farm website:
www.uungulawindfarm.com.au

Goolma
16km

Wellington 9km

September 2018

Uungula Wind Farm
Project Design
Community consultation for the Uungula Wind Farm

The proposed wind farm has been carefully positioned

has been underway since 2011 and the CCC was

and is proposed at a scale which balances the

established in 2013. In a direct response to community

environmental, social and economic aspects of the

feedback, turbines and ancillary infrastructure once

region and Australia’s energy generation needs.

proposed for the Piambong and Yarrabin areas no
longer form part of the project design. The project area
is now bounded by Twelve Mile Road, Ilgingerry Road,
Guroba Road and Burrendong Dam.

A detailed assessment of potential impacts of the wind
farm on local residents of the area is being undertaken
as part of the planning and approvals process.

Site Identification and
Resource Monitoring

Preliminary
Environmental
Assessment (PEA)

Community
Consultative
Committee established

Secretary's
Environmental
Assessment
Requirements received

Environmental
Assessment on Public
Exhibition

Development
Approvals forecast

2008

2011

2013

2016

2019

2019

Construction forecast
to commence

2020

Forecast to be fully
commissioned and
operational

2021

Planning and Approvals
An Environmental Assessment was prepared in 2013 for the project which then consisted of 249 turbines within the
Wellington Council and Mid-western Regional Council areas. Due to changes in the energy market at the time, the
project Development Application was not formally lodged and the project was transitioned to the State Significant
Development process.
An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is currently being prepared for the revised project in accordance with the
NSW Wind Energy Framework (DPE 2016) Visual Assessment Bulletin and Noise Assessment Bulletin. The Framework
provides clarity, consistency and transparency for the community regarding both assessment and decision-making
on State Significant Development projects.
The EIS will include a full description of the development, including details of construction, operation, upgrading and
decommissioning as well as detailed analysis of impacts on neighbouring residences. Technical studies are currently
underway and the EIS is expected to be released for public exhibition in early 2019. Public submissions on the EIS are
welcomed and the community will be notified once it is released.
Contact Us
The project team will be working within the community to answer questions, understand concerns and provide
mitigations where appropriate to limit the impacts of the project on local residents. Please contact us using the
details below to find out more.
Mark Branson
Senior Development Manager
Phone: +61 (02) 4013 4640
Email: info@uungulawindfarm.com.au

Sign up to the e-newsletter and find out
more on the Uungula Wind Farm website:
www.uungulawindfarm.com.au

CWP Renewables
45 Hunter Street Newcastle NSW

About Us

Phone: +61 (02) 4013 4640
Email: info@cwprenewables.com

CWP Renewables is a leading renewable energy developer, owner and asset manager with full project life-cycle
expertise. Our team holds a wealth of experience in the renewable energy sector, accumulated through the
successful delivery of projects in Europe and Australia.
We develop and own utility-scale renewable energy facilities incorporating wind, solar and storage
technologies, oversee project delivery and commissioning, and provide long-term operational asset
management services. Our unique approach to own and manage each project from inception through to full
operation ensures genuine engagement with all stakeholders at every stage of development.

CWP Renewables has been developing projects in Australia since 2007. Key
development activities are coordinated from our offices in Newcastle and
Sydney, with asset management services delivered from Canberra.

Our geographically dispersed portfolio of wind and

Our

solar projects is unique in the marketplace, combining

complimentary renewable energy generation from

generation profiles from different technologies and

our portfolio can be seen in the New England region

includes

aggregated,

of NSW, where construction of our 270 MW Sapphire

complimentary and manageable generation can be

Wind Farm is well underway, and where we are

forecast and sold into the National Energy Market

developing a complementary 200 MW solar and

(NEM) or direct to end users, setting us apart from

battery storage facility. These two projects will

single

combine to deliver low-cost manageable renewable

storage.

technology

This

portfolio

renewable

developers in the sector.

of

energy

project

commitment

to

delivering

combined

and

energy generation in to the NEM and/or direct to end
use customers.

Find out more about CWP Renewables on our website:
www.cwprenewables.com
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Uungula Wind Farm

Community Survey of Landscape Values
About the Project:

Consultation process, we are seeking feedback from the

Uungula Wind Farm is a proposed wind farm to be
located between the localities of Wuuluman and Twelve
Mile approximately 14 east of Wellington, NSW. The
project would include up to 125 wind turbine generators
and ancillary infrastructure with a generating capacity
of approximately 400 MW (see map below). If approved

local community to understand the landscape features
and scenic values of the region. The survey on the next
page has been prepared as a simple questionnaire to
seek your input. The information will be used to inform
the wind farm design and the landscape and visual
impact assessment within the EIS.

the Project is likely to commence construction toward

You can complete the survey by either filling out the

the end of 2020.

attached form or visiting the Project website.

Further details are provided on the Project website:

The survey has been prepared to address requirements

www.uungulawindfarm.com.au

of the NSW Wind Energy Guideline (2016) and the Wind
Energy: Visual Assessment Bulletin prepared by the NSW

Community Survey:
An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is currently in
preparation and is expected to be released for public
exhibition in early 2019. As part of the Community

Department of Planning and Environment. Further
information can be found on the project website, or by
contacting our development team using the details
below.

Project Location

Gulgong

Uungula
Wind Farm
Wellington
Mudgee
Lake Burrendong

Mark Branson
Senior Development Manager
Phone: +61 (02) 4013 4640
Email: info@uungulawindfarm.com.au

Sign up to the e-newsletter and find out more on the Uungula
Wind Farm website:
www.uungulawindfarm.com.au
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Uungula Wind Farm

Community Survey of Landscape Values
Name:
Which location best describes where you live?
□ Twelve Mile

□ Wuuluman

□ Yarragal

□ Wellington

□ Piambong

□ Yarrabin

□ Lake Burrendong

□ Bodangora

□ Goolma

□ Mudgee

□ Elsewhere in NSW

□ Outside NSW

What is your gender?

□ Female □ Male □ Prefer not to say

What views or landscape characteristics in the
region and local area are important to you? (feel free
to draw on the map on the previous page)

What impact do you think the Uungula Wind Farm
would have on the character of the local landscape?
Positive

Neutral

What is your age group?

□ 18-29 □ 30-44 □ 45-60 □ 61+ □ Prefer not to say
If you live close to the proposal, are you currently
involved in the project?

□ Yes □ No □ I do not live close by

What do you value most about the local area?
(choose one or more)

□ Community
□ Local history
□ Views
□ Recreation areas
□ Farming
□ Bushland areas
□ Employment opportunities

Lake Burrendong

□
□
□
□

I may see the wind farm from my house
I may see the wind farm from my property
I may see the wind farm from where I work
I live in the area where the wind farm is located but
do not believe I will see the wind farm

Please rank how much impact you believe the wind
farm will have on the local area:

□ Low impact - the wind farm will impact few views and
landscape areas

views and landscape areas

Mount Arthur Reserve

□ High impact - the wind farm will change most local

Bushland areas

views and landscape areas

Rocky hills and outcrops

Do you think the proposed wind farm is well
situated?

Farmland and rolling hills
Local rivers and creeks

Do you support renewable energy investment in
your region?

□ No

Which statement best describes your visual
relationship to the proposed wind farm (tick all that
apply)

□ Medium impact - the wind farm will impact some

Wellington Caves

□ Yes

□ I haven’t decided

□ I may see the wind farm from a place of recreation

What landscape features do you think have the most
scenic value in the local area? (choose one or more)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Negative

□ Indifferent

Please post this form to:

□ Yes

□ No

□ Indifferent

Can you see the Bodangora Wind Farm from your
house?

□ Yes

Uungula Wind Farm
CWP Renewables
PO Box 1708
Newcastle NSW 2300

□ No

□ Unsure

Uungula Wind Farm
Uungula Wind Farm is a proposed wind farm to be located between the localities of
Wuuluman and Twelve Mile approximately 14 east of Wellington, NSW. The Project is
being developed by CWP Renewables, one of Australia’s leading renewable energy
developers and asset managers.
The project would include up to 125 wind turbine generators and ancillary
infrastructure with a generating capacity of approximately 400 MW. An Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) is currently in preparation and is expected to be released for
public exhibition in early 2019. If approved the Project is likely to commence
construction toward the end of 2020.
A Community Consultative Committee has recently been re-established with the rst
meeting expected to be held in early November. Further information can be found on
the Project website https://uungulawindfarm.com.au

Community Survey of Landscape Values
As part of the Community Consultation process, we are seeking feedback from the
local community to understand the important landscape features and scenic values of
the region. The survey (via the link below) has been prepared as a simple
questionnaire to seek your input.
The information will be used to inform the wind farm design and the landscape and
visual impact assessment within the EIS. The survey has been prepared to address
requirements of the NSW Wind Energy Guideline (2016) and the Wind Energy: Visual
Assessment Bulletin prepared by the NSW Department of Planning and Environment.
Further information can be found on the project website, or by contacting our
development team.
Hardcopy surveys will also be available at Dubbo Regional Council o ces.

Participate in the survey here

About Us
Uungula Wind Farm is being developed
by CWP Renewables.

CWP Renewables is a leading renewable
energy developer, owner and asset
manager with full project life-cycle

expertise. Our team holds a wealth of
experience in the renewable energy
sector,

accumulated

through

the

successful delivery of projects in Europe
and Australia.

We develop and own utility-scale renewable energy facilities incorporating wind, solar
and storage technologies, oversee project delivery and commissioning, and provide
long-term operational asset management services. Our unique approach to own and
manage each project from inception through to full operation ensures genuine
engagement with all stakeholders at every stage of development.
CWP Renewables has been developing projects in Australia since 2007. Key
development activities are coordinated from our o ces in Newcastle and Sydney, with
asset management services delivered from Canberra.

Mailing List
This e-newsletter will be used on a
quarterly basis to provide updates
about the project. We will also be
updating

the

Uungula

Wind

Farm

project website regularly.
You can unsubscribe from our mailing
list if you do not wish to receive
updates.

Get in Touch
Please visit the Uungula Wind Farm website to learn
more.
If you want to contact us directly, please respond to
this email or use the contact details below.
Kind Regards,
Mark Branson
Senior Development Manager
CWP Renewables

Copyright ©2017 Uungula Wind Farm Pty Ltd, All rights reserved.
Mark Branson
Senior Development Manager - Uungula Wind Farm
CWP Renewables
PO Box 1708
Newcastle
NSW 2300
Tel: 02 4013 4640
Our mailing address is:
info@uungulawindfarm.com.au
Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can unsubscribe from this list.

June 2019

Uungula Wind Farm
Uungula Wind Farm is a proposed development of up to 117 wind turbine generators on agricultural land
approximately 14 km east of Wellington, NSW.
The project would have a capacity of approximately 400 MW, generating enough power for over 170,500 homes,
saving over a million tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions every year.
An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is currently being prepared and a development application is expected to be
lodged later this year.

Community Benefits:

Project Location

Gulgong

A community benefits program is being developed in
consultation with the community. The Project is looking
Uungula
Wind Farm

for opportunities to work with local organisations to
support initiatives which can provide lasting benefits to
the region in areas such as education, training,

Wellington

employment and social outcomes.
Mudgee

Please get in touch using the details below if you would

Lake Burrendong

like to discuss an opportunity to work together.
Economic Benefits:

Traffic and Transport:

The economic impacts of the Project have been
assessed by Essential Economics. (Report to be available
in the EIS). Regionally the project is expected to deliver:

The primary site access will be on Twelve Mile Road,
approximately 13km east of Goolma Road. Secondary
site entrances are shown on the map on the following
page.

• Approximately 250 construction jobs
• Approximately 25 full time jobs during operations

Additionally, there will be significant flow on effects for
the region including:
• An estimated $5.6 million in additional spending likely

be directed to local and regional businesses within
Wellington and Dubbo during construction

• This level of spending would support approximately 30

full time jobs in the service sector
Contact Us
Phone: +61 (02) 4013 4640
Email: info@uungulawindfarm.com.au

• A construction traffic and transport assessment is
currently underway to evaluate required road
upgrades.
• CWP Renewables is working with Council to evaluate
dilapidation and maintenance requirements for the
local road network.
• A Traffic Management Plan will be developed to
adequately manage impacts to the community.

Sign up to the e-newsletter and find out more on the
Uungula Wind Farm website:
www.uungulawindfarm.com.au
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Uungula Wind Farm
Project Design Update
The Project Design has changed extensively in response to community feedback, environmental
investigations, and technological advancements over time.
Recently we have made the decision to remove eight wind turbine generators (WTGs) from the design. This
will reduce disturbance to the community during construction, ground disturbance, and impacts to visual
amenity in the area. We have also relocated the concrete batching plant away from Twelve Mile Road due
to noise concerns.
The Project will comprise up to 117 turbines up to 250 m in height with a rotor of approximately 170 m in
diameter. See the map to the left for the revised Project Design.
The project team will be within the area regularly to answer questions, understand concerns and provide
mitigations where appropriate to limit the impacts of the project on local residents. Please get in touch
using the details below.
Site Identification
and Resource
Monitoring

Preliminary
Environmental
Assessment
(PEA)

Community
Consultative
Committee
established

Secretary's
Environmental
Assessment
Requirements

Environmental
Assessment on
Public Exhibition

Development
Approvals
forecast

2008

2011

2013

2016

2019

2020

Construction
forecast to
commence

Forecast to be
fully
commissioned
and operational

2021

2023

Planning and Approvals

The following technical studies are now being

An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is

finalised and will be included in the EIS:

currently being prepared for the revised project in

•

Landscape and visual impact assessment

accordance

•

Noise and vibration impact assessment

•

Biodiversity assessment report

•

Cultural heritage impact assessment

EIS are welcomed and the community will be

•

Economic Impact Assessment

notified once it is released.

•

Transport Route Study

A public open day will be held prior to the

•

Traffic and transport impact assessment

lodgement of the EIS.

•

Aviation Impact Assessment

with

the

NSW

Wind

Energy

Framework .
The EIS is expected to be released for public
exhibition in late 2019. Public submissions on the

Contact Us
Phone: +61 (02) 4013 4640
Email: info@uungulawindfarm.com.au

Sign up to the e-newsletter and find out more on the
Uungula Wind Farm website:
www.uungulawindfarm.com.au

Goolma

Primary Site Entrance

Concrete batching plant
relocated

Secondary Site Entrances
For standard heavy and light
vehicles only

8 Turbines removed

CWP Renewables
45 Hunter Street Newcastle NSW
Phone: +61 (02) 4013 4640
Email: info@cwprenewables.com
CWP Renewables is a leading renewable energy developer, owner and asset manager with full project life-cycle
expertise. Our team holds a wealth of experience in the renewable energy sector, accumulated through the
successful delivery of projects in Europe and Australia.
We develop and own utility-scale renewable energy facilities incorporating wind, solar and storage
technologies, oversee project delivery and commissioning, and provide long-term operational asset
management services. Our unique approach to own and manage each project from inception through to full
operation ensures genuine engagement with all stakeholders at every stage of development.

CWP Renewables has been developing projects in Australia since 2007. Key
development activities are coordinated from our offices in Newcastle and
Sydney, with asset management services delivered from Canberra.

Our geographically dispersed portfolio of wind and

Our

solar projects is unique in the marketplace, combining

complimentary renewable energy generation from

generation profiles from different technologies and

our portfolio can be seen in the New England region

includes

aggregated,

of NSW, where construction of our 270 MW Sapphire

complimentary and manageable generation can be

Wind Farm is well underway, and where we are

forecast and sold into the National Energy Market

developing a complementary 200 MW solar and

(NEM) or direct to end users, setting us apart from

battery storage facility. These two projects will

single

combine to deliver low-cost manageable renewable

storage.

technology

This

portfolio

renewable

developers in the sector.

of

energy

project

commitment

to

delivering

combined

and

energy generation in to the NEM and/or direct to end
use customers.

Find out more about CWP Renewables on our website:
www.cwprenewables.com

